Abstract Dosage compensation adjusts the expression levels of genes on one or both targeted sex chromosomes in heterogametic species. This process results in the normalized transcriptional output of important and essential gene families encoded on multiple chromosomes. The mechanisms of dosage compensation have been studied in many model organisms, including Drosophila melanogaster (fly), Caenorhabditis elegans (worm), and Mus musculus (mouse). Although the mechanisms of dosage compensations differ among these species, all of these processes rely on the initial discrimination of the X chromosome from autosomes. Recently, a new paradigm for how the X chromosome is targeted for regulation was identified in Drosophila. This mechanism involves a newly identified zinc finger protein, CLAMP. Here, we review important factors involved in dosage compensation across species with special focus on the fly. Understanding how the newly identified CLAMP protein is involved in X targeting in the fly could provide key insights into how the X chromosome is initially identified across species.
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Introduction
Concurrent with the evolution of sex chromosomes, an imbalance in gene copy number developed between heterogametic and homogametic sexes (Charlesworth 1978) . Therefore, species-specific mechanisms co-evolved to equalize this potentially lethal gene dose imbalance (Livernois et al. 2012) . These mechanisms, collectively called dosage compensation, adjust the expression levels of genes on one or both targeted sex chromosomes. This process results in the normalized transcriptional output of important and essential gene families encoded on multiple chromosomes (Disteche 2012) .
The mechanisms of dosage compensation have been studied in many model organisms including, but not limited to, Drosophila melanogaster (fly), Caenorhabditis elegans (worm), and Mus musculus (mouse). Although the mechanisms of dosage compensations differ among these species, all of these processes rely on the initial discrimination of the X chromosome from autosomes.
Targeting of the X chromosome is followed by additional changes in gene expression, which are highly species specific. However, recently, a new paradigm for how the X chromosome is targeted for regulation was identified in Drosophila Soruco et al. 2013) . This mechanism involves a newly identified zinc finger protein, CLAMP, which could provide key new insights into how the X chromosome is initially identified across species. Here, we review important factors involved in dosage compensation across species with special focus on the fly to understand how the newly identified CLAMP protein could integrate into current models of X identification.
Similarities among dosage compensation mechanisms across species
In the mouse, in which males are XY and females are XX, one X chromosome is upregulated in both males and females to equalize gene dosage between X-linked and autosomal genes (Fig. 1) . Additionally, one female X chromosome is randomly inactivated, thereby equalizing gene dosage between males and females. The upregulation of X-linked genes is caused by the histone 4 lysine 16 acetyl (H4K16ac) chromatin mark found at promoters of active genes on the active X chromosome (Deng et al. 2013 ). This histone modification has been correlated with an increase in RNA polymerase II (RNA Pol II) at active genes and increases in X-linked transcription (Deng et al. 2013) .
The process of X inactivation is regulated by a number of noncoding RNAs. The Xist noncoding RNA coats the length of the silenced X chromosome in a multistep process as follows (Jonkers et al. 2008; Jeon et al. 2012) . First, initial transcription of Xist is activated by an additional noncoding RNA, Jpx (Tian et al. 2010) . Next, spreading of Xist first targets gene-rich regions followed by gene poor regions (Simon et al. 2013 ). Xist RNA is tethered to the X chromosome by the zinc finger protein ying yang 1 (YY1) and the CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) (Chao et al. 2002; Donohoe et al. 2007; Jeon and Lee 2011) . Third, targeting of the Polycomb Repressive 2 (PCR2) complex, which deposits the histone 3 lysine 27 tri-methylation (H3K27me3) modification, leads to the chromatin condensation and silencing of X-linked genes (Plath et al. 2003; Simon et al. 2013) . The active X escapes silencing through transcription of the noncoding RNA Tsix, which is antisense to the Xist transcript and acts as a repressor of Xist transcription (Jeon et al. 2012) .
Similar to the mouse, dosage compensation in the worm involves both activation and repression (Fig. 1) . The X chromosome is upregulated in hermaphroditic females (XX) and males (X0) in a process not well understood but thought to be mediated by H4K16ac . Then, in hermaphrodites, the expression of both X chromosomes is downregulated by half. The Dosage Compensation Complex (DCC), which shares components with the condensin complex, reduces expression of genes on both X chromosomes by 50 % (Meyer 2010; Wood et al. 2010) . One possible mechanism for this would be via chromatin condensation.
Once again, binding of the DCC to the X chromosome takes place in a multistep process. First, sequencespecific targeting of the DCC to recruitment element on X (rex) sites occurs on both X chromosomes. Second, in a step that remains poorly understood, the DCC then spreads to dependent on X (dox) sites within gene promoters resulting in X-specific targeting at active genes (Jans et al. 2009; Pferdehirt et al. 2011) . Third, reduced expression of X-linked genes is likely due to a decrease in RNA Pol II recruitment to the transcription start site of genes on the hermaphrodite X chromosomes (Kruesi et al. 2013 ).
In the fly, dosage compensation of the X chromosome involves only a single type of gene regulation, the conserved upregulation of the single male X chromosome. In the fly, the single X chromosome in males (XY) is upregulated approximately 2-fold, while no regulation takes place in females (XX) (Larschan et al. 2011) (Fig. 1) . The Male Specific Lethal (MSL) complex is the master regulator of this process and is only present in males (Fig. 2a) . Similar to the multistep processes in the worm and the mouse, the MSL complex is also thought to target the X in a multistep process involving both nucleation and spreading. First, it is thought that the MSL complex targets the RNA on X (roX) loci, which are two sites on the X chromosome that encode the noncoding RNA components of the complex (Kelley et al. 1999; Bai et al. 2004) (Fig. 2b) . Subsequent spreading of the MSL complex from the roX loci takes place through the targeting of a series high affinity sites. These sites are approximately 1.5 kb in length and are able to recruit very high levels of MSL complex (Alekseyenko et al. 2008; Sural et al. 2008) . Additionally, the high affinity sites contain smaller 21-bp MSL Recognition Element (MRE) sequence motifs necessary for MSL complex recruitment. The MRE motif is found throughout the genome and is approximately 2-fold enriched on the X (Alekseyenko et al. 2008) . Due to the thousands of autosomal MRE motifs, X-linked MREs alone are not sufficient to promote X specificity (Alekseyenko et al. 2008) . Second, the MSL complex then targets active genes in a sequence independent step involving recognition of the histone 3 lysine 36 tri-methylation (H3K36me3) histone modification that marks the bodies Fig. 1 Dosage compensation patterns across species. Increased transcription of the X chromosome is required for dosage compensation in Mus musculus (mouse), Caenorhabditis elegans (worm), and Drosophila melanogaster (fly). In the mouse, one X chromosome is upregulated in both sexes. A second step of regulation takes place in which one X chromosome is randomly inactivated in mouse females. In the worm, the X chromosome is upregulated in males, and both X chromosomes are downregulated by half in hermaphrodite females. In the fly, only in males the X chromosome is upregulated Fig. 2 The MSL complex identifies the X chromosome in multiple steps. a The male specific lethal (MSL) complex is comprised of five proteins and one structural, noncoding RNA. b The MSL complex targets the X chromosome in multiple steps. First, it is thought that the roX loci (blue) are targeted during incorporation of a roX RNA into the complex. Second, a series of high affinity sites (red), containing MSL recognition element (MRE) motifs, are targeted. Finally, spreading from high affinity sites to the bodies of active genes (gray) results in an approximate two-fold increase in X-linked genes of active genes Sural et al. 2008) (Fig. 2b) . Third, the MSL complex deposits the H4K16ac mark upon targeting. Similar to the mouse, this mark has been linked to an open chromatin state and a 1.4-fold increase in RNA Pol II into gene bodies (Gelbart et al. 2009; Larschan et al. 2011) .
Drosophila as a model for X identification
In all three major model organisms in which dosage compensation has been studied, it is clear that initial X chromosome identification is required for all X-linked gene regulation (Lucchesi et al. 2005; Payer and Lee 2008) (Fig. 1) . Additionally, the correlation of the H4K16ac mark with an increase in gene expression could indicate a conserved step that is also linked to X identification and therefore retained during evolution from the fly to the mouse (Gelbart et al. 2009; Deng et al. 2013 ). However, the mechanism by which H4K16ac is specifically targeted to the X chromosome remains poorly understood in the mouse and worm. Because Drosophila dosage compensation involves depositing of the H4K16ac mark by the MSL complex and not additional silencing steps, it is a powerful model with which to study the initial X-identification step of dosage compensation.
Although the MSL complex is able to identify the MRE sequence elements in vivo, none of the MSL proteins have significant specificity for the MRE sequence in vitro (Fauth et al. 2010) . Therefore, the identification of a factor that physically links the MSL complex to the MRE elements was key to deciphering the early stages of X targeting. Furthermore, the candidate protein necessary for targeting MRE sequences would have to employ a mechanism that stabilizes interaction with the MSL complex on the X chromosome and not on autosomes. Therefore, the mechanism by which the MSL complex targets MRE sequences within high affinity sites on the X chromosome and not autosomes has remained elusive.
Recently, a previously unstudied protein was found to be the regulator of Drosophila dosage compensation Soruco et al. 2013 ). The zinc finger protein chromatin linked adapter for MSL proteins (CLAMP) specifically identifies MRE sequences. Similar to zinc finger proteins functioning in mouse dosage compensation, the CLAMP protein links the MSL complex and noncoding RNAs to the X chromosome. Notably, CLAMP is enriched at the important roX loci, the MSL high affinity sites, and on the X overall Soruco et al. 2013) . This is the first time a factor has linked the MSL complex to the X chromosome DNA and the roX loci, which are both required for MSL complex targeting. To understand this new interaction more clearly, the function of CLAMP in recruiting the MSL complex components is discussed in more detail below.
Protein components of the MSL complex
The MSL complex is the ribonucleoprotein activator complex responsible for increasing transcript levels on the X chromosome. It is comprised of one of two redundant, long noncoding roX RNAs and at least five proteins: Male Specific Lethal 1 (MSL1), Male Specific Lethal 2 (MSL2), Male Specific Lethal 3 (MSL3), Maleless (MLE) and Males Absent on the First (MOF) (Fig. 2a) (Fukunaga et al. 1975; Belote and Lucchesi 1980; Gorman et al. 1995; Hilfiker et al. 1997; Ilik et al. 2013 ). All of the protein components of the MSL complex were identified in genetic screens for mutations that cause male-specific lethality (Fukunaga et al. 1975; Belote and Lucchesi 1980; Gorman et al. 1995; Hilfiker et al. 1997) . However, all of the components except for MSL2 are not male specific as they are also found in females ).
MSL1 and MSL2 are the core structural components and nucleate complex assembly (Copps et al. 1998 ). MSL1 plays a scaffolding role that organizes the other components: MSL2, MSL3, MLE, and MOF (Copps et al. 1998; Scott et al. 2000; Li et al. 2005; Kadlec et al. 2011) . MSL1 can also form a homodimer with itself suggesting that the MSL complex may function as a heteroduplex potentially being comprised of two complete complex structures (Hallacli et al. 2012) .
MSL2 is the limiting component of the complex and is translationally repressed in females by the master regulator of sex-determination, Sex Lethal (Sxl) Beckmann et al. 2005) . MSL2 is an ubiquitin ligase, which ubiquitylates H2B lysine 34 when associated with MSL1 (Wu et al. 2011) . Additionally, MSL2 can ubiquitylate other MSL components when overexpressed potentially controlling protein turnover and final stability of the assembled complex (Villa et al. 2012 ).
MSL3 has a chromo-domain region with specificity for the H3K36me3 histone modification associated with actively transcribed genes Kim et al. 2010 ). MOF is the major histone acetyl-transferase (HAT) in Drosophila specific for H4K16ac. Similar to the mouse, this histone mark in the fly is thought to mediate the increased transcriptional activity that dosage compensates the male X chromosome (Smith et al. 2000 (Smith et al. , 2001 . MOF is also a member of the Nonspecific Lethal (NSL) Complex, found at the promoters of many constitutively active genes on both the X and autosomes (Lam et al. 2012) .
MLE is weakly associated with the MSL complex through interactions with the roX RNAs (Copps et al. 1998) . MLE contains two RNA binding domains, which recognize specific secondary structures of the roX RNAs necessary for incorporation of the roX RNAs into the complex (Izzo et al. 2008; Maenner et al. 2013) . In addition to functioning in the MSL complex, MLE affects splicing and RNA editing genome wide (Reenan et al. 2000) .
A more loosely associated factor is the serine threonine kinase JIL-1 (Jin et al. 2000; Li et al. 2005) . JIL-1 has specificity for histone 3 serine 10 (H3S10) and maintains euchromatin boundaries to prevent heterochromatin formation . It typically colocalizes with H3K36me3 and H4K16ac marks associated with MSL complex targeting (Regnard et al. 2011) . However, the specific role of JIL-1 in Drosophila dosage compensation remains unknown.
RNA components of the MSL complex
As with dosage compensation in the mouse, Drosophila noncoding RNAs play an important role in dosage compensation. The noncoding RNAs, roX1 and roX2, are essential for complex targeting and function (Franke and Baker 1999; Deng and Meller 2006; Li et al. 2008) . Although the roX RNAs are very different in sequence composition and length (approximately 3.7 and 0.6 kb, respectively), they are functionally redundant (Meller and Rattner 2002; Ilik et al. 2013 ). Both contain conserved minimal tandem repeat stem loop features necessary for MLE-mediated incorporation into the complex (Meller et al. 2000; Ilik et al. 2013 ). However, only one RNA transcript, either roX1 or roX2, is incorporated at a time into a functioning MSL complex (Ilik et al. 2013 ). This suggests that spreading outwards from individual roX loci is likely to occur.
The RNAs are highly unstable unless incorporated into the complex and differ greatly in their transcriptional control. The roX1 locus is transcribed early during development from an MSLindependent promoter, generating a shorter RNA transcript (Meller et al. 2000; Lim and Kelley 2012) . This likely generates the initial functional MSL complex early in development. Later, MSLmediated transcription of a long roX1 transcript and/or the roX2 transcript is then likely responsible for global compensation (Lim and Kelley 2012) . Importantly, the roX genes are proximal to MRE sequences that recruit MSL complex and act as enhancers to increase roX gene transcription Bai et al. 2004 ). In females, roX1 transcription is repressed by the nucleosome remodeling factor (NURF301) repressor complex in females (Bai et al. 2007 ). The repression of roX1 RNA transcription, along with the destabilization of MSL2 by Sxl in females, functions to prevent MSL complex formation in females Beckmann et al. 2005; Bai et al. 2007 ).
The location of the roX loci on the X chromosome is thought to serve as an important element involved in the initial stages of X targeting. However, in mutant flies lacking both roX loci on the X chromosome, but containing a roX locus inserted on an autosome, the MSL complex can move in trans to identify the X chromosome (Kelley et al. 1999; Park et al. 2002; Oh et al. 2003) . This indicates that the location of the roX loci on the X is not sufficient to initiate X targeting. Additionally, changing the levels of roX RNA transcribed from an autosomal transgene alters the levels of MSL complex spreading in cis with a maximal spreading of 5 Mb (Kelley et al. 2008; Park et al. 2010) . Importantly, spreading across the entire autosome does not occur, likely because factors that are associated with high affinity sites are not as dense on autosomes compared with the X chromosome. Spreading of the MSL complex along the X chromosome is an active area of investigation.
It has been hypothesized that the roX loci are the first sites of MSL targeting because roX RNAs are necessary for complex integrity (Deng and Meller 2006) . However, this has yet to be demonstrated in vivo. Therefore, there must be additional elements identifying the X chromosome, which allows the MSL complex to spread along the length of the entire X chromosome.
High affinity sites and MRE DNA elements
In the absence of the peripheral MSL complex components (MSL3, MOF, and MLE), the core MSL complex components, MSL1 and MSL2, can only identify a subset of the wild-type sites on the X chromosome (Lyman et al. 1997; Gu et al. 1998 ). This finding leads to a multistep model for MSL complex targeting the X chromosome, which is facilitated through the tethering of MSL complex components to the X chromosome. By mapping the localization of MSL complex core components in the absence of MSL3, highresolution characterization of MSL targeting led to the identification of 150 evenly spaced high affinity sites, called chromatin entry sites (CES) (Alekseyenko et al. 2008) . The CES retain very high levels of MSL complex compared to surrounding sequence and are retained in msl3 mutant embryos.
Importantly, from these high affinity sites, a 21-bp sequence was found to be required for MSL complex recruitment and is approximately 2-fold enriched on the X chromosome and 4-fold enriched when focusing the analysis to active genes (Alekseyenko et al. 2008 ). This 21-bp DNA sequence, termed the MSL Recognition Element (MRE), has a highly conserved 8-bp GA-repeat core. Mutational analysis of both the 8-bp core sequence and the flanking sequence of the MRE motif showed that the entire MRE is necessary for MSL recruitment (Alekseyenko et al. 2008) . However, there are approximately 13,000 MRE sequences found throughout the genome, and they are only about 2-fold enriched on the X chromosome. Therefore, in the context of the entire genome where only 3.5 % of MREs map to high affinity sites, MRE sequences alone are not sufficient for accurate MSL complex targeting (Alekseyenko et al. 2012) .
In an alternative approach, low formaldehyde crosslinking conditions and individual RNAi treatments against MLE, MOF, and MSL3 in male S2 cells, identified 130 high affinity sites (Straub et al. 2008) . The high affinity sites from this study are located in noncoding gene regions and have almost complete overlap with the original 150 high affinity sites (Alekseyenko et al. 2008) . In summary, these diverse approaches identified the same group of high affinity sites, which are likely to be key initial sites of X identification.
Mechanisms for spreading of the MSL complex and increasing transcription of X-linked genes
Once the roX loci and high affinity sites are targeted through MRE-mediated activity, the MSL complex then spreads in part through the function of the MSL3 chromo-domain interaction with the H3K36me3 chromatin mark to approximately 1,000 active X-linked genes Sural et al. 2008) . Spreading of the MSL complex from high affinity sites is sequence independent because an active autosomal gene that does not contain any MRE sequence can be inserted on the X chromosome and is targeted by MSL complex (Gorchakov et al. 2009 ).
The H4K16ac histone mark deposited on the X chromosome by the MSL complex physically decompacts chromatin by abrogated internucleosome contacts (Shogren-Knaak et al. 2006) . It is likely that increased H4K16ac over gene bodies promotes more rapid release of paused RNA polymerase II into gene bodies (Larschan et al. 2011 ). However, the exact mechanism by which transcription is upregulated approximately 2-fold remains unknown and is a critical question for future study.
An alternative mechanism has been proposed in which the core components of the MSL complex counteract high levels of transcriptional activation that would otherwise be mediated by H4K16ac (Prestel et al. 2010; Sun et al. 2013 ). However, a mechanism for how this repression could function has not been identified.
The CLAMP protein: a newly discovered regulator of Drosophila dosage compensation Despite many recent advances in the understanding of Drosophila dosage compensation, the mechanism that is responsible for X-targeting has remained elusive for the following reasons: First, none of the MSL complex components are able to recognize the MRE sequence specifically. Second, while the roX RNAs play an important role in the initial targeting, the roX loci are not sufficient for this process because the MSL complex containing the RNAs can travel in trans from the autosomes to the X chromosome. Third, though the MRE sequences are enriched on the X, they are also found on autosomes. Consequently, the precise mechanism by which the MSL complex is able to initially distinguish the X from the autosomes is not known.
Recently, a new cell-based screening strategy was used that allowed for the identification of factors that have both male-specific roles in dosage compensation as well as roles in transcription in both males and females ). Analogous to the condensin complexes in C. elegans, it was hypothesized that non-sex-specific factors may have an additional role in dosage compensation. Such factors with non-sex-specific roles would have been missed in previous screens, which only identified male-specific lethal factors. In this way, the zinc finger protein CLAMP was identified, which provides the first physical link between the MSL complex and the male X chromosome (Fig. 3a) . The CLAMP protein is able to directly recognize MRE sequences throughout the genome and is found enriched on the X compared to autosomes, specifically at the high affinity sites (Fig. 3b) . Furthermore, CLAMP is bound to MRE sequences at the roX loci and increases roX2 transcription levels (Soruco et al. 2013) .
CLAMP directly interacts with MRE DNA sequences, and it is enriched on the X chromosome even in the absence of the MSL complex (Fig. 3b) . Therefore, enrichment of CLAMP on the X chromosome in the absence of the MSL complex could mark the high affinity sites as "seed sites" prior to MSL targeting (Fig. 3b) . Additionally, the CLAMP protein and MSL complex have a cooperative relationship, which results in increased occupancy of both factors when colocalized. Therefore, once the initial X identification occurs, the cooperative interactions between CLAMP and MSL complex are likely to further increase the specificity of X identification (Soruco et al. 2013) (Fig. 3b) .
Unique X chromosome characteristics
There are several additional features that distinguish the X chromosome from autosomes independent of MSL complex. The X chromosome has an increased GC content in the 10-kb regions surrounding high affinity sites and a decrease in GC content within 1 kb of functional MREs (Alekseyenko et al. 2012) . However, GC content is not sufficient to predict functional MREs. Importantly, using the modENCODE histone modifications ChIP-seq library as a training data set, H3K36me3 and JIL-1 association were predictive marks for high affinity sites on the X chromosome independent of MSL complex. Additionally, significant nucleosome depletion at high affinity sites was also noted even in the absence of MSL complex (Oh et al. 2004; Alekseyenko Fig. 3 The role of the CLAMP protein in X-targeting. a The MSL complex specifically targets the X chromosome in males (left), while the CLAMP zinc finger protein is targeted throughout the genome (middle). b CLAMP is enriched at high affinity sites on the X chromosome, including the roX loci, in the absence of MSL complex in females (bottom). A cooperative interaction leads to increased levels of both factors when co-localized on the X chromosome (top) et al. 2012). However, future work is needed to determine the relative contributions of these elements during the targeting process.
Nuclear domain
Future experiments investigating the formation of a three-dimensional nuclear domain could reveal a domain that allows the X to be distinguished from autosomes prior to MSL complex recruitment. It is also possible that the CLAMP protein, through its glutamine-rich domain could mediate the formation of a subnuclear domain. Other glutamine-rich domains nucleate aggregates and trap coactivators, suggesting that they may mediate nuclear domain formation (Wilkins and Lis 1999; Kato et al. 2012) . Additionally, a nuclear domain could maintain high concentrations of important transcriptional machinery within close proximity to the X chromosome, facilitating increased transcription levels after MSL complex is recruited. Understanding the mechanism of X targeting during dosage compensation is likely to provide new insights into essential cellular mechanisms that allow transcription factors to find their targets and precisely regulate the genome.
Evolutionary considerations
With the discovery of the CLAMP protein as an important regulator of Drosophila dosage compensation, experiments further defining the role of CLAMP during the early stages of X identification are eagerly anticipated. Recently, an increased accumulation of GA repeats on the X chromosome was noted when comparing D. melanogaster to Drosophila miranda, which contains a newly evolved X chromosome . Therefore, evolution of X-specific GA repeats could be the precise mechanism that has allowed for an increase in CLAMP targeting to the X chromosome.
To gain insight into the evolution of dosage compensation, it is interesting to consider the non-sex-specific roles of the previously unstudied CLAMP protein. It is possible that the MSL complex co-opted the more ancient CLAMP protein because it recognized GA-rich sequences that are enriched on the X chromosome . Positive selection may have resulted in increased GA repeats on the X chromosome due to their interaction with the highly conserved CLAMP protein, or vice versa. Clearly, a physical interaction between CLAMP and MSL complex would be required for this. This would likely be mediated through the glutamine-rich domain of CLAMP because glutamine-rich domains are known to be involved in protein-protein interactions (Wang et al. 2013; Gonzalez Nelson et al. 2014) .
However, there are other transcription factors that bind GA-repeat sequences. For example, GAGA factor (GAF), which binds GA-rich sequences genome wide, is notably decreased at high affinity sites in Drosophila male cells in contrast to CLAMP that is found enriched (Alekseyenko et al. 2012; Soruco et al. 2013 ). Therefore, it is possible that there is an X-specific interaction between CLAMP and the MSL complex that is not favored between GAF and MSL complex. This interaction could be mediated through the glutaminerich domain of CLAMP, the characteristics of the surrounding chromatin, or both.
There are GA-rich motifs at the 5′ ends of many genes, and therefore, CLAMP is found at the transcription start site of many transcribed genes on all chromosomes. On the X chromosome, CLAMP is additionally enriched the 3′ end of genes where MSL complex is also typically localized (Alekseyenko et al. 2006; Soruco et al. 2013 ). This spatial separation could also isolate the two distinct functions of the CLAMP protein: the male-specific dosage compensation function and the non-sex-specific function. This idea is supported by a recent study using new sonication techniques, which revealed different MSL subcomplexes or core components acting over varying gene regions (Straub et al. 2013) 
Summary
There are numerous protein factors, RNA and DNA elements, that have evolved to ensure precise identification of the X chromosome during dosage compensation. Non-sex-specific factors are necessary for dosage compensation in both the fly and worm. Similarly, noncoding RNAs guide dosage compensation components in the fly and the mouse. Shared across all three species are DNA motifs necessary in directing initial targeting factors and the H4K16ac histone modification associated with X upregulation. The discovery of the CLAMP protein in Drosophila has emphasized zinc finger proteins in initial X-targeting in the mouse and the fly. Importantly, it has greatly increased our overall understanding of X chromosome targeting in the fly. This advance could provide a long-awaited link to additional proteins, motifs, noncoding RNAs, and chromatin states that are essential in dosage compensation across species.
